Responses of striate neurons to line textures were investigated in anesthetized and paralyzed adult cats. Light bars centered over the excitatory receptive field (RF) were presented with different texture surrounds composed of many similar bars. In two test series, responses of 169 neurons to textures with orientation contrast (surrounding bars orthogonal to the center bar) or motion contrast (surrounding bars moving opposite to the center bar) were compared to the responses to the corresponding uniform texture conditions (all lines parallel, coherent motion) and to the center bar alone. In the majority of neurons center bar responses were suppressed by the texture surrounds. Two main effects were found. Some neurons were generally suppressed by either texture surround. Other neurons were less suppressed by texture displaying orientation or motion (i.e. feature) contrast than by the respective uniform texture, so that their responses to orientation or motion contrast appeared to be relatively enhanced (preference for feature contrast). General suppression was obtained in 33% of neurons tested for orientation and in 19% of neurons tested for motion. Preference for orientation or motion contrast was obtained in 22% and 34% of the neurons, respectively, and was also seen in the mean response of the population. One hundred nineteen neurons were studied in both orientation and motion tests. General suppression was correlated across the orientation and motion dimension, but not preference for feature contrast. We also distinguished modulatory effects from end-zones and flanks using butterfly-configured texture patterns. Both regions contributed to the generally suppressive effects. Preference for orientation or motion contrast was not generated from either end-zones or flanks exclusively. Neurons with preference for feature contrast may form the physiological basis of the perceptual saliency of pop-out elements in line textures. If so, pop-out of motion and pop-out of orientation would be encoded in different pools of neurons at the level of striate cortex.
Introduction
The modulation of neural responses by stimuli presented outside the classical receptive field (RF) has been demonstrated in various species and at various levels of the visual system (see Allman et al., 1985) . In striate cortex of cats and monkeys, contextual modulation has been demonstrated using various stimuli such as sinusoidal gratings (Blakemore & Tobin, 1972; Maffei & Fiorentini, 1976; Fries et al., 1978; Nelson & Frost, 1978; DeAngelis et al., 1992; Li & Li, 1994; Sillito et al., 1995; Sengpiel et al., 1997) , noise patterns (Hammond & MacKay, 1981; Hammond & Smith, 1982; Gulyas et al., 1987; Orban et al., 1987) , arrays of oriented line elements (Nothdurft & Li, 1984 , 1985 Gilbert & Wiesel, 1990; Knierim & Van Essen, 1992; Lamme, 1995; Zipser et al., 1996; Kastner et al., 1997; Nothdurft et al., 1999) , or random dot patterns (Allman et al., 1990) . Knierim and Van Essen (1992) studied responses to bars presented in a neuron's RF and surrounded by an array of bars at the same or orthogonal orientation. They found that a substantial number of neurons responded more strongly to the bar in the RF when it was surrounded by orthogonal bars. Perceptually, the central bar was highly salient in that condition, "popping out" from the texture background. Similarly, responses at the border of dissecting segments ("texture segmentation") were found to be stronger than responses to homogeneous texture fields in monkey V1 Gallant et al., 1995) . Other investigators have found stronger responses to texture elements belonging to a figure than to those belonging to the background (Lamme, 1995; Zipser et al., 1996 ; but see Rossi et al., 1998) . These findings indicate that contextual response modulation in the monkey may contribute to fundamental visual processes such as detecting salient stimuli or segregating figures from ground at early processing stages.
Pop-out and texture segmentation have been studied extensively in human psychophysics. The saliency of target elements in these tasks is seen only with certain feature properties of the target such as line orientation (Treisman & Gelade, 1980; Treisman, 1986) . It also depends on the local feature contrast between the target and surrounding distractors (Nothdurft, 1991 (Nothdurft, , 1992 (Nothdurft, , 1993 . This dependence has been shown for several feature properties such as line orientation, direction of motion, color, luminance, and stereopsis (Nothdurft 1992 (Nothdurft , 1993 (Nothdurft , 1995 . It has been hypothesized that the perception of pop-out and texture segmentation in humans is based on neurons with preference for feature contrast similar to those found in monkey striate cortex (Knierim & Van Essen, 1992; Nothdurft, 1994; Sillito et al., 1995; Nothdurft et al., 1999) .
We have investigated neural responses to pop-out of motion and orientation in cat striate cortex. Cats are able to detect texture boundaries defined by local discontinuities in line orientation (Wilkinson, 1986) . Moreover, their performance in texture segmentation tasks is similar to human performance (De Weerd et al., 1992) . Therefore, the neural mechanisms underlying texture segregation and related perceptual phenomena such as pop-out can be studied in cats and the results can be related to human texture vision. In a previous study, we have reported that several striate neurons responded more strongly to salient elements in texture patterns with motion or orientation contrast than to nonsalient elements in uniform textures . In the present study, we will provide a more detailed analysis of response modulation induced by texture surrounds.
We used texture patterns that were similar to those used in human psychophysics (e.g. Nothdurft, 1985) and similar to those previously studied in monkeys (Knierim & Van Essen, 1992) . Stimuli were composed of a central bar presented in a neuron's RF and similar bars in the surround that either had the same orientation or direction of motion as the center bar, or displayed orientation or motion contrast. We sought to address three major questions. First, we wanted to compare contextual effects in the orientation and in the motion dimension. Second, we wanted to compare the effects in cats with those obtained in monkeys. And third, we wanted to investigate the contribution of end-zones and flanks to contextual response modulation in order to yield insights into the underlying mechanisms. Abstracts of this work have been published (Kastner et al., 1995a,b) .
Methods

Animal preparation
Experiments were carried out on 13 adult cats in acute preparations. The animals were initially anesthetized with an intramuscular injection of xylazine (Rompun; 2 mg0kg) and ketamine hydrochloride (Ketanest; 5-15 mg0kg). All standard surgical procedures (venae sectio, tracheotomy, head fixation in a stereotaxic frame, craniotomy) were done under this medication, and, when necessary, supplemented by pentobarbital (Nembutal; 3-4 mg0kg i.v.) after venae sectio. Subsequently, anesthesia was maintained with a 70%030% mixture of N 2 O0O 2 , with the addition of 0.5-1.0 mg0kg0h pentobarbital to a continuous intravenous infusion of glucose in Ringer's solution. To prevent brain edema prednisolone (Solu-Decortin; 1 mg0h) was administered. When a stable level of anesthesia was reached with elimination of reflexes and autonomous responses to painful stimuli, the animal was paralyzed with a loading dose of gallamine triethiodide (Flaxedil, (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) followed by a continuous infusion of Flaxedil (10 mg0kg0h). The anesthesia was maintained until the end of the experiment, which could last up to 120 h. End-tidal CO 2 , EKG, EEG, and body temperature were continuously monitored during the experiment. CO 2 was kept around 4% and body temperature was held around 37.58C. The animal's blood pressure was stabilized with an intravenous infusion of plasmaexpander (Hemohaes 6%; 3 ml0h) if necessary.
Pupils were dilated by topical application of atropine and nictitating membranes retracted with neosynephrine. The eyes were covered with contact lenses (0 diopter) and artificial pupils of 4-mm diameter were fixed close to the lenses. Eye background was backprojected on a screen and blind spots were marked for analysis of RF eccentricity. Refraction was measured with a Rodenstock refractometer and corrected to monitor distance with appropriate lenses in front of the eyes. The clarity of the eye media was checked every few hours.
Single-unit activity was recorded with varnished tungsten electrodes inserted vertically through small bone holes (Ͻ2 mm in diameter) and through the dura at Horsley-Clarke coordinates P 2-4 and L 1-2. Neural activity was monitored on oscilloscopes and loudspeakers, and action potentials were transformed into unitary signals and fed into the interface of a computer.
Visual stimulation
Visual stimuli were presented on a 17-inch raster monitor (60-Hz frame rate) at a distance of 57 cm from the animal's eyes. Texture stimuli used in this study were composed of line arrays as shown in Fig. 1 . A bar was centered in the "classical" receptive field (indicated by the rectangle) and surrounded by similar bars outside the RF. In the motion test (Figs. 1A and 1B) , bars in the surround had the same orientation as the bar in the RF, and moved in the opposite direction (motion contrast) or the same direction (uniform motion). All bars moved at the same velocity. In the orientation test (Figs. 1C and 1D) , bars in the surround were oriented either orthogonal to the center bar (orientation contrast) or parallel to it (uniform texture). The role of end-zones and flanks was investigated using "butterfly"-configured texture stimuli (Figs. 1E and 1F) similar to those used by Knierim and Van Essen (1992) .
The spacing between elements in the texture raster was generally adjusted to be 1.5-fold of the length of the individual bars. Only if texture surrounds alone evoked a strong excitatory response, the spacing (and hence the distance of the surround bars from the RF center) was increased. This was the case for less than 10% of the neurons. The position of individual bars within a pattern was jittered up to 20% of the distance between bars except for the center line, which was always presented at the same position; the jitter was refreshed for each new stimulus presentation. Textures contained bright elements of 55 cd0m 2 on a dark background of 3.7 cd0m 2 . Stimuli were presented monocularly.
Experimental procedure and data analysis
After a single unit had been isolated using a window-discriminator, the length, width, preferred orientation, and direction of motion of the optimal bar were roughly determined, and the borders of the excitatory RF were plotted under mouse control. Then, the RF center was determined more exactly in test series with varying bar positions along the two axes of the RF. Also the preferred orientation and the optimal bar length and width were quantitatively estimated: 15-deg or 30-deg steps were used for orientation estimates, and length and width were varied between 0.2 and 4.0 times of the preliminary estimates. Movement of bar stimuli was always orthogonal to bar orientation. In both the motion and the orientation test, responses to center bars alone, to uniform textures, to contrast textures, and to surrounds alone were recorded. Test series included stimuli with optimal center bars (C; preferred orientation in the orientation test; preferred orientation and direction of motion in the motion test) as well as nonoptimal center bars (C9; orthogonal orientation in the orientation test; preferred orientation, but nonpreferred direction of motion in the motion test). The following briefings will be further used for the different conditions (cf. sketches in Figs. 2 and 3): center bars presented alone (C, C9), uniform textures (CS, C9S9), contrast textures (CS9, C9S), and texture surrounds presented alone (S, S9). In our nomenclature, primes always refer to the nonoptimal stimulus conditions. All patterns were presented in pseudorandomized order and each condition was repeated 10-20 times.
Stimuli of the orientation test were presented for 600 ms. In the motion test, stimuli were first presented stationarily for 500 ms, then the pattern moved for 230-600 ms depending on the velocity (55 cd0m 2 ) on dark background (3.7 cd0m 2 ) on a 17-inch monitor. The "center bar" was placed inside the "classical" RF (rectangle) at fixed position, "surround bars" (same length and width as the center bar) were arranged outside the RF with a positional jitter (20% of element spacing) refreshed for each trial. A, B: Stimuli for the motion test. Center and surround bars moved either in opposite directions (A, motion contrast) or in the same direction (B, uniform motion) as indicated by the arrows. All texture elements had the same orientation, and moved at the same velocity. C, D: Stimuli for the orientation test. Surround bars were either orthogonal (C, orientation contrast) or parallel to the center bar (D, uniform texture). All bars were presented stationarily. E, F: Butterfly stimuli for selective stimulation of end-zones or flanks of the RF. Only the two conditions with orientation contrast are shown. Analogous butterflies were constructed for the uniform condition and for both motion textures. Fig. 2 . Examples of response modulation in the motion test. A-C: Mean discharge rates and standard errors of the mean (S.E.M.) for three neurons to stimulus conditions outlined below (surrounds contained many more elements than shown; center and surround motion as indicated by arrows). A: General suppression (GS). Responses to the optimal center bar were similarly suppressed by both surrounds. B: Preference for motion contrast (MC). A larger response was obtained if the surround moved in opposite direction to the center bar than when it moved in the same (preferred) direction. C: Preference for uniform motion (UF). The response to coherent motion was larger than that to motion contrast. The texture surrounds alone did not evoke a response.
preference of the cell (as determined qualitatively); amplitudes reached from 0.5 deg for neurons with small RFs (length Ͻ 1.5 deg) to 1.0 deg for neurons with larger RFs (1.5-3.5 deg). The movement of the center bar usually started and ended outside the CRF. Activity before stimulus onset (spontaneous firing) and after stimulus offset (off-activity) was also recorded. Neurons with RFs larger than 3.5 deg were not studied to exclude tests with too few texture elements.
Data analysis was based on the mean discharge rates during stimulus presentation in the orientation test, or the movement interval in the motion test, shifted by a 50-ms delay for cortical response latency. Mean spontaneous firing rates were subtracted. Various indices were used for the quantitative analysis of contextual effects, which will be introduced below. An end-stopping index (ESI ) was derived for each neuron by calculating the difference between the response to the optimal bar and the response to the longest bar tested (usually four times the optimal length), normalized to the response to the optimal bar. Orientational and directional selectivity indices (OSI, DSI ) were derived from the responses (R) to the respective optimal (C ) and nonoptimal (C9) center bar conditions in these tests.
Results
We have recorded from 169 striate neurons with RFs up to 12 deg of eccentricity. Responses to uniform texture and to texture displaying orientation or motion contrast were compared (motion or orientation test). The motion test was performed in 135 neurons, the orientation test in 153 neurons. In 119 neurons, both tests were completed thus allowing for direct comparison of data in the two dimensions.
Types of response modulation
In the following paragraph, we will describe the major types of contextual response modulation qualitatively. Figs. 2 and 3 show examples of contextual response modulation. The histograms in each figure show mean discharge rates of individual neurons tested in the stimulus conditions outlined at the bottom. It should be noticed that many more bars were presented in the surround than shown in these outlines (cf. Fig. 1 ). Stimulation conditions were considered reliably distinct if responses differed by at least 2 S.E.M. With the neuron in Fig. 2A , responses to a center bar moving in the preferred direction (C ) were moderately suppressed by both texture surrounds (CS and CS9). Responses to nonoptimal center bars were not modified by the surrounds. The neuron in Fig. 3A showed complete suppression of responses to optimal and nonoptimal center bars induced by both texture surrounds (CS, CS9, C9S9, C9S ). With the neuron in Fig. 2B , responses to the optimal center bar were suppressed by uniform texture motion (CS ), but enhanced by motion contrast (CS9), resulting in a considerable response difference between the two conditions. The neuron in Fig. 3B was suppressed by both texture surrounds; however, the uniform condition induced stronger suppression, so that the response to the contrast condition appeared to be relatively enhanced. In both neurons (Figs. 2B and 3B) , the responses to nonoptimal center bars were suppressed by both texture surrounds. In some neurons, responses to uniform texture were stronger than those to texture A-C: Mean discharge rates and S.E.M. of three neurons to the stimulus conditions outlined at the bottom. A: General suppression (GS). The response to the center bar was suppressed by surrounds at either orientation. B: Preference for orientation contrast (OC). Responses to textures with orientation contrast were stronger than those to uniform textures. C: General enhancement (GE). Both texture surrounds enhanced the response to the center bar. Texture surrounds alone did not evoke a response. displaying feature contrast. With the neuron in Fig. 2C , uniform motion enhanced the responses to the center bar while motion contrast induced suppression. In very few neurons responses were enhanced in both surround conditions (cf. Fig. 3C ). Despite the strong modulatory effects illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3, texture surrounds presented alone did not evoke strong responses in these neurons.
In general, the types of response modulation obtained in the motion and in the orientation test were similar and can be summarized as follows (exact classification criteria are given below): (1) general suppression (GS): Both uniform and contrast texture conditions suppressed the responses to the center bar to a similar amount (e.g. in Figs. 2A and 3A) ; (2) preference for motion contrast (MC) or orientation contrast (OC): Contrast patterns evoked stronger responses than uniform patterns (e.g. in Figs. 2B and 3B); (3) preference for uniform patterns (UF): Uniform patterns evoked stronger responses than contrast patterns (e.g. in Fig. 2C) ; (4) general enhancement (GE): Both uniform and contrast conditions enhanced the responses to the center bar to a similar amount (e.g. in Fig. 3C ).
Various combinations of these types were found in conditions with optimal and nonoptimal center bars. It was generally not possible to predict from the surround effects obtained for one center line the effect to be obtained for the other. The following analysis is focused on responses to optimal center bars.
We classified responses using criteria of Nothdurft et al. (1999) that were similar to those of Knierim and Van Essen (1992) . The obtained distributions of response categories are shown in Fig. 4 .
In both the motion and the orientation test, about the same proportion of neurons was modified by texture surrounds (Motion: 860135, 64%; Orientation: 970153, 63%). Differential effects (MC, OC, UF) were obtained more often in motion (44%) than in orientation tests (28%). In contrast, nondifferential effects (GS, GE) were seen more frequently in orientation (35%) than in motion tests (19%). MC cells were found more often than OC cells (34% vs. 22%), whereas GS cells were more frequent in orientation than in motion tests (33% vs. 19%). Only three neurons showed general enhancement (GE cells), and only in the orientation test. The differences in both distributions were greater than expected by chance (x 2 ; motion: P Ͻ 0.001, orientation: P Ͻ 0.001).
Averaged suppression
In most neurons, texture surrounds suppressed the center bar responses. To quantify these effects, we computed the averaged suppression index (ASI; Knierim & Van Essen, 1992) for patterns with optimal center bars. This measure estimates the averaged amount of suppression induced by both texture surrounds normalized to the response to the center bar alone:
Positive values indicate suppression, negative values enhancement (Ϫ1 ϭ 100% response enhancement). For example, the ASI of the neuron in Fig. 3A was 1.00, indicating complete suppression of the center bar response by both texture surrounds, whereas the ASI for the neuron in Fig. 3C was Ϫ0.55, indicating a mean enhancement of 55% compared to the response to the center bar. It should be noticed that opposite effects such as enhancement induced by one texture condition and suppression induced by the other may be canceled out by this measure, such as for the neurons in Figs. 2B
and 2C. The ASIs were 0.02 for each, indicating no averaged suppression effect. The distributions of ASIs for neurons in the motion test and in the orientation test are shown in Fig. 5 . Responses to center bars were suppressed to a similar degree by texture surrounds in motion and orientation tests. The means of the distributions were 0.31 6 0.03 S.E.M. for motion and 0.37 6 0.03 for orientation. These averages deviated statistically significant from 0 (one-sample t-tests; P Ͻ 0.0001); means for motion and for orientation were not significantly different (t-test on independent samples, P ϭ 0.15). Averaged suppression was strongest in GS cells (ASI means: 0.70 6 0.05 for motion, 0.68 6 0.04 for orientation), but was also seen in cells with preference for motion or orientation contrast (ASI means: 0.37 6 0.04 for MC cells, 0.45 6 0.05 for OC cells).
Differential firing
The differences in responses to uniform and to contrast patterns were quantified by the differential firing index:
R ϭ mean responses. (cf. Knierim & Van Essen, 1992) . Positive values indicate preference for orientation or motion contrast, negative values preference for uniform patterns. For example, the DFIs for the neurons in Figs. 2B and 2C were 0.67 and Ϫ0.67, respectively, indicating response differences of 67% between the surround conditions compared to the responses to the center bar alone. The distributions of DFIs obtained in the motion and in the orientation test are shown in Figs. 6 and 7. In each figure, distributions are given for the total sample of neurons (Figs. 6A and 7A) and for two subsamples, neurons with differential effects (Figs. 6B and 7B) and neurons with nondifferential effects (Figs. 6C and  7C ). One-sample t-tests were used to assess a significant deviation of mean values from 0.
DFI means were 0.52 6 0.04 S.E.M. for MC cells (Fig. 6B ) and 0.37 6 0.03 for OC cells (Fig. 7B ) (P Ͻ 0.0001). For UF neurons, means were Ϫ0.66 6 0.09 for motion ( Fig. 6B ; P Ͻ 0.0001) and Ϫ0.43 6 0.05 for orientation ( Fig. 7B ; P Ͻ 0.0001). Thus, differential effects turned out to be, on average, stronger in the motion than in the orientation test (t-test on independent samples, P Ͻ 0.01). Means of GS cells were distributed around 0 (Figs. 6C and  7C) . DFI means of the total samples were 0.13 6 0.04 for motion ( Fig. 6A ; P Ͻ 0.001) and 0.06 6 0.02 for orientation ( Fig. 7A ; P Ͻ 0.05). neurons showed suppression with both tests (Fig. 8A ; upper-right quadrant); and in most neurons, this suppression was similarly strong (correlation coefficient r ϭ 0.62, P Ͻ 0.0001). Only few neurons showed mean enhancement in one test and suppression in the other ( Fig. 8A; upper-left and lower-right quadrants). In contrast, differential effects were not related across dimensions ( Fig. 8B ; r ϭ 0.19, P ϭ 0.08), although several cells showed preference for the contrast conditions in both tests ( Fig. 8B ; upperright quadrant).
Comparison of modulation effects across dimensions
Of the 119 neurons, 26 (22%) were classified as OC cells and 43 (36%) as MC cells. Thirteen neurons were classified as both OC and MC. To exclude the possibility that neurons without preferences for feature contrast distorted the picture outlined in Fig. 8 , data were replotted for the subpopulations of OC and MC cells in Fig. 9 . For both subpopulations, the results were remarkably similar to those for the entire population tested across dimensions: ASI values showed good correlation (orientation: r ϭ 0.58, P Ͻ 0.01; motion: r ϭ 0.55, P Ͻ 0.001), whereas DFI values showed no correlation (orientation: r ϭ 0.20, P ϭ 0.33; motion: r ϭ 0.11, P ϭ 0.45).
Normalized population responses
To get an estimate of the mean responses of striate cells, we analyzed the population responses of our sample. For each neuron, responses were normalized to the response to the optimal center bar presented alone. The normalized responses were then averaged for all cells studied in the motion (Fig. 10 ) or orientation test (Fig. 11) . Mean values were computed for two subgroups of the population, for the neurons showing preference for orientation or motion contrast (MC, OC cells; Figs. 10A and 11A) and for all other cells (Figs. 10B and 11B) , and also for the total cell samples (Figs. 10C and 11C ). MC and OC cells responded, on average, 41% and 36% more strongly to contrast than to uniform texture for optimal center bars (Figs. 10A and 11A) . Responses of MC cells to center bars moving in the nonpreferred direction were not significantly modified. OC cells were generally suppressed when tested with orthogonal center bars.
The responses of all other cells tested for motion showed general suppression, with a slightly, but not significantly stronger response to uniform texture, when tested with optimal center bars. Responses to nonoptimal center bars were not affected (Fig. 10B) . All other neurons in the orientation test revealed general suppression for both center stimulus conditions (Fig. 11B) . The total sample of neurons showed preferences for the contrast conditions: In the motion test, these responses were 11% stronger than to the uniform motion texture for the preferred center bar movement, and 7% stronger for nonpreferred direction (Fig. 10C) . In the orientation test, responses were 7% stronger than to uniform textures for optimal center bars (Fig. 11C) . No difference was seen for the orthogonal center bars. The preference for contrast conditions was statistically significant (paired t-test; motion: t ϭ Ϫ2.99, P Ͻ 0.05; orientation: t ϭ Ϫ3.14, P Ͻ 0.05).
Contribution of end-zones and flanks
To investigate whether contextual response modulation originates from specific regions surrounding the excitatory RF such as inhibitory end-zones or inhibitory flanks, several neurons were tested with "butterfly" stimuli ( Figs. 1E and 1F ; cf. Knierim & Van Essen, 1992) . With these stimuli, texture elements were presented predominantly to end-zones (Fig. 1E) or flanks (Fig. 1F) of the RF. Responses to butterfly stimuli were compared with the responses to "full" texture stimuli.
Since the mechanisms underlying preference for feature contrast are not yet clear, the contribution of end-zones and flanks to these effects was of particular interest. Of 76 neurons tested with butterfly stimuli, 20 were MC cells (20051 ϭ 39%) and 13 were OC cells (13055 ϭ 24%). The mean responses of these cells are shown in Fig. 12 . Responses were normalized to the response to the optimal center bar presented alone and then averaged across cells.
With full texture surrounds, the MC cells in this sample responded 54% more strongly to motion contrast than to coher- ent motion compared to the responses to the center bar alone (Fig. 12A) . When texture elements were presented only to endzones or flanks, the preference for motion contrast was still present, but the effects were smaller (response difference between contrast and uniform condition: 27% (end-zones), 18% (flanks); two-tailed paired t-test, P Ͻ 0.05). The OC cells responded 44% more strongly to texture contrast than to uniform texture with full texture surrounds (Fig. 12B) . Texture elements presented to the end-zones induced general suppression, but elements presented to the flanks produced a marginally significant preference for orientation (twotailed paired t-test, P ϭ 0.05) with a reduction of the effect compared to that seen with full texture surrounds. It should be pointed out that neither texture elements presented to end-zones nor texture elements presented to flanks induced differential effects as strong as those induced by full texture surrounds. In MC cells, preference for motion contrast was seen in both subregions, but response differences were much smaller than those seen with the full texture surrounds. In OC cells, small effects were seen from the flanks. However, because of the small OC cell sample tested with butterfly stimuli, it cannot be concluded that differential effects were predominantly related to flanks in orientation tests. In summary, these findings do not suggest that preference for motion or orientation contrast originates exclusively from either end-zones or flanks. This is confirmed by the comparison of ASI and DFI values for full texture and for butterfly conditions (Figs. 13 and 14) .
In most cells, texture elements presented to end-zones and flanks both induced suppression; ASI values from these regions were moderately correlated ( Fig. 13A ; correlation coefficientsorientation: 0.38 and motion: 0.46; P Ͻ 0.001). Compared to the ASI seen with full texture, neither the stimulation of end-zones alone nor the stimulation of flanks induced an equally strong effect (Figs. 13B and 13C) .
The differential effects obtained with butterfly stimuli varied considerably and were generally not related in individual cells ( Fig. 14A ; correlation coefficients-orientation: 0.13 and motion: 0.19; P ϭ 0.15). In general, the effects seen with full texture could not be predicted from the effects seen with butterfly stimuli (Figs. 14B and 14C) . In some cells, the differential effects with full texture surrounds were stronger than those obtained with butterfly stimuli; in other neurons, however, the reverse was seen.
In summary, presenting texture elements only to end-zones or flanks induced substantial general suppression. However, these suppressive effects were usually smaller than those obtained with full texture suggesting that surround effects from different regions around the RF partially sum up. Differential effects obtained with butterfly stimuli presented to flanks or end-zones were not related and could not predict the differential effects obtained with full texture. Neither of these effects originated exclusively from endzones or flanks.
In 69 neurons, ASIs and DFIs obtained with full texture were compared with the cells' degree of end-inhibition as quantified by the end-stopping index (ESI, cf. Methods). Values close to 1 indicate strong end-inhibition, while values close to 0 indicate no endinhibition. The correlation between the degree of end-inhibition and averaged suppression was moderate ( Fig. 15A ; correlation coefficient r ϭ 0.42, P 0.001). Neurons with strong end-inhibition (e.g. ESI Ͼ 0.7) showed some degree of averaged suppression, and the few neurons with negative ASI, on the other hand, were not strongly end-inhibited. End-inhibition was not correlated with the differential firing index ( Fig. 15B ; r ϭ Ϫ0.02, P ϭ 0.91) suggest- ing no special role of end-inhibition in differential response modulation.
Differential effects and averaged suppression were also compared with the cells' orientation and direction selectivity, as measured by the respective indices (OSI, DSI; cf. Methods). There was a moderate anticorrelation between orientation selectivity and averaged suppression; responses of neurons without much orientation tuning were more strongly suppressed by the texture surrounds (ASI vs. OSI: r ϭ Ϫ0.44, P Ͻ 0.001). No correlations were found with the other comparisons (ASI vs. DSI: r ϭ 0.07, P ϭ 0.57; DFI vs. DSI: r ϭ 0.07, P ϭ 0.61; DFI vs. OSI: r ϭ Ϫ0.21, P ϭ 0.43). Responses of MC and OC cells to butterfly stimuli. Responses to center bars surrounded by full texture surround (black columns), or surrounded by texture elements presented exclusively to end-zone regions (crossed columns), or flanks (hatched columns). Responses were normalized to those to the center bar alone. A: MC cells. Preference for motion contrast was strong for full texture surrounds and reduced for texture elements presented to end-zones and flanks alone. B: OC cells. Preference for orientation contrast was seen for full texture surrounds and for texture elements presented to the flank regions. No differential effects were seen for the stimulation of end-zones.
Discussion
Neural correlates of pop-out in the cat
The present study adds to the growing list of investigations demonstrating contextual response modulation in cat striate cortex, that depends on the orientation or direction of motion of patterns presented outside the classical RF (Blakemore & Tobin, 1972; Maffei & Fiorentini, 1976; Fries et al. 1977; Nelson & Frost, 1978; Hammond & MacKay, 1981; Hammond & Smith, 1982 Nothdurft & Li, 1984 , 1985 Gulyas et al., 1987; Orban et al., 1987; Gilbert & Wiesel, 1990; DeAngelis et al., 1992; Li & Li, 1994; Sillito et al., 1995; Kastner et al., 1997) . These studies and studies in the monkey (Allman et al., 1985 (Allman et al., , 1990 Knierim & Van Essen, 1992; Kapadia et al., 1995; Lamme, 1995; Sillito et al., 1995; Zipser et al., 1996; Nothdurft et al., 1999) have fundamentally altered the view of primary visual cortex as a pure processor of simple feature properties. However, the functional relevance of contextual modulation is not yet clear. We sought to relate response modulation induced by texture patterns to the perception of saliency by using a stimulation paradigm adopted from human psychophysics. Behavioral studies in the cat have shown that this species can detect differences in texture orientation (Wilkinson, 1986) . We have shown in the present and a previous report ) that a considerable number of neurons responded more strongly to elements embedded in a texture displaying orientation or motion contrast, thus appearing to be salient, than to nonsalient elements in uniform texture. The response properties of these neurons are well suited to process local discontinuities in pop-out texture patterns. For line textures, such filters were demanded (e.g. De Weerd et al., 1992) but not yet found in the cat visual system. Although the various types of response modulation were obtained in cat striate cortex, a preference for orientation and motion contrast was predominant and even apparent in the population response of striate neurons.
Processing of orientation and motion contrast in cat and monkey
Orientation contrast
We used patterns similar to those used by Knierim and Van Essen (1992) in the awake monkey and by Nothdurft et al. (1999) in the anesthetized monkey in order to compare contextual modulation in the two species. The same major types of response modulation were found in these studies: preference for orientation contrast, preference for uniform texture, and general suppression evoked by any texture surround. General enhancement effects, also observed in the studies by Knierim and Van Essen (1992) and Nothdurft et al. (1999) , were obtained only in few neurons and have been described in several other studies in both species (Maffei & Fiorentini, 1976; Nelson & Frost, 1985; Gilbert & Wiesel, 1990; Sillito et al., 1995; Kapadia et al., 1995) . Knierim and Van Essen (1992) grouped types of response modulation according to the effects obtained with optimal and nonoptimal center bars, whereas we only considered effects on optimal center bars, which are sufficient to describe functional response properties (Nothdurft et al., 1999) . Despite these minor differences in response classification, the distributions of response classes were similar across these different studies. OC cells were slightly less frequent in the anesthetized cat (22%) than in the awake monkey (32%; Knierim & Van Essen, 1992) , whereas GS cells were seen more often (33% compared to 27%). However, it is unlikely that these differences reflect species differences rather than differences in animal preparation, since similar deviations are seen in the anesthetized monkey (24% OC cells; 40% GS cells; Nothdurft et al., 1999) .
In all three studies, texture surrounds suppressed the center bar responses by about one-third (37% in the present study compared to 34% [Knierim & Van Essen, 1992] and 33% [Nothdurft et al., 1999] ). Also, a general preference for contrast in the population response was seen in all these studies. This suggests that processing of orientation contrast, at the level of striate cortex, is organized in a similar way in cat and monkey. In both species, neurons responding better to orientation contrast than to uniform texture may provide the basis for the perception of saliency.
Motion contrast
Neurons responding more strongly to motion contrast than to coherent motion in line patterns have not yet been demonstrated in monkey striate cortex. However, Allman et al. (1990) found such effects with dot-pattern surrounds. Out of 21 striate cells investigated, 33% were less suppressed if the surround moved opposite to the center bar than when it moved in the same direction. Almost all other neurons were generally suppressed by background motion independent of its direction. In the cat, modulatory effects by relative motion have been reported with moving noise patterns (Hammond & Smith, 1982 Gulyas et al., 1987; Orban et al., 1987) . These effects are partly similar to the modulation effects observed with moving line patterns in the present study. Thus, there is evidence that not only pop-out of orientation but also pop-out of motion might be processed similarly in the two species.
Contextual modulation for different visual dimensions
We have compared contextual modulation in two dimensions, orientation and motion, in single neurons from the same population. The amount of averaged suppression seen in the different tests was similar in most neurons, whereas differential effects were not related across dimensions. In general, it was not possible to predict from the effect obtained in one visual dimension the effect obtained in the other. This suggests that differential effects in the orientation and motion dimension are generated by different pools of neurons and that averaged suppression and differential response modulation may perhaps underlie different mechanisms. Common suppressive effects may be generated independently of the partic- ular features of the stimuli in the surround. In contrast, differential effects may be based on more specific mechanisms depending on certain stimulus features such as orientation or direction of motion. However, our data did not show a correlation of differential effects with a neuron's selectivity for these properties.
End-zones, flanks, and end-inhibition
The mechanisms underlying contextual response modulation are not yet understood. Anatomical substrates subserving these mechanisms may include local circuits within striate cortex via longrange horizontal connections and feedback connections from higher cortical areas with larger RFs (cf. discussions in Knierim & Van Essen, 1992; Lamme, 1995; Nothdurft et al., 1999) . We were particularly interested in the modulatory effects from specific regions surrounding the excitatory RF such as inhibitory end-zones or flanks. For orientation and motion stimuli, both regions contributed to averaged suppression, in many cells to a similar amount, in agreement with DeAngelis et al. (1994) , who found a high correlation between end-zone and flank inhibition in most neurons of cat striate cortex. We have found a moderate correlation of averaged suppression with the degree of a neuron's end-inhibition, in agreement with the results of Knierim and Van Essen (1992) for a smaller cell sample (Fig. 15A) .
Differential effects elicited with end-zone or flank stimuli were not related to each other and were also not related to the differential effects obtained with full texture surrounds. These effects were also not related to the degree of end-inhibition. This does not exclude that inhibitory flanks and end-zones do contribute to the differential effects in some neurons, but there seems to be no exclusive role for one or the other of these subregions in generating differential effects. End-inhibition has been related to several tasks such as the detection of corners or borders (Hubel & Wiesel, 1965) , the representation of curvature (Dobbins et al., 1987) , and the perception of subjective contours (von der Heydt & Peterhans, 1987) . We conclude from our results that end-stopping does not play a major role in generating response preference for orientation or motion contrast.
Implications for human texture vision
The relationship of our results to psychophysical data has been discussed elsewhere (Nothdurft 1993 (Nothdurft , 1994 Kastner et al., 1997) . Here, we will focus on human studies obtained with electrophysiological and functional imaging methods. Given the similarity of the cat's behavioral performance in texture segmentation tasks with that of humans (Wilkinson, 1986; De Weerd et al., 1992) , one should assume that cells with preference for orientation or motion contrast similar to those described in this study may also form the neural basis of pop-out of orientation or motion in the human visual system. This implies that processing of pop-out starts as early as in striate cortex. Several evoked potential studies have recorded response differences between checkerboard patterns defined by orientation or motion contrast and homogeneous texture patterns (Bach & Meigen, 1992; Lamme et al., 1992 Lamme et al., , 1994 Meigen et al., 1997) . However, it is not yet clear where the source of this activity is localized. In a functional MRI study, Karni et al. (1993) found stronger hemodynamic responses in the calcarine to a texture segment embedded in a background of orthogonal line elements than when the same segment was embedded in a background of line elements at the same orientation, suggesting that texture segmentation occurs as early as in area V1 (but see De Weerd et al., 1998) . The signals obtained with these different methods may be generated by large populations of striate neurons responding more strongly to feature contrast in texture patterns than to homogeneous texture, similar to the OC and MC cells described in this study.
Psychophysical studies have shown that the saliency of target elements in textures depends on the local feature contrast between the target and surrounding distractors. This dependence on local feature contrast appears to be a general phenomenon; it was shown for feature properties such as line orientation, direction of motion, color, luminance, and stereopsis (Nothdurft, 1991 (Nothdurft, , 1992 (Nothdurft, , 1993 (Nothdurft, , 1995 . In accordance with these results, it was recently found that texture borders defined by orientation, direction of motion, luminance, or stereopsis generated similar visually evoked potentials (VEPs; , suggesting that the neural processes underlying these signals are largely similar across visual dimensions. Our results suggest that populations of neurons responding preferentially to feature contrast may generate these signals. However, these populations may differ across the visual dimensions. In the present study, for example, preferences for motion and orientation contrast were represented by different pools of neurons. Neurons responding better to feature contrast have so far been found with pop-out (Knierim & Van Essen, 1992; Kastner et al., 1997 and present study; Nothdurft et al., 1999) and texture border stimuli (Nothdurft & Li, 1985; Nothdurft et al., 1992; Gallant et al., 1995; Lamme, 1995; Zipser et al., 1996) , and for different visual dimensions such as orientation (Nothdurft & Li, 1985; Knierim & Van Essen, 1992; Li & Li, 1994; Gallant et al., 1995; Kastner et al., 1997; Lamme, 1995; Sillito et al., 1995; Zipser et al., 1996; Nothdurft et al., 1999) , motion (Zipser et al., 1996; Kastner et al., 1997) and luminance (Nothdurft & Li, 1984 , 1985 Zipser et al., 1996) . However, further investigations are needed to establish the neural mechanisms underlying these effects, in particular the role of feedback from higher cortical areas or intrinsic circuits within striate cortex.
